
The new standard among
Greek New Testament 
editions: 

Nestle-Aland 
28th edition



The main text with textual 
changes in the Catholic Epistles

Revised critical apparatus with 
a simplified structure and a better 
clarity, plus – in the Catholic 
Epistles – with a new selection 
of variants and witnesses

This concise Greek-English dictionary 
by Barclay M. Newman has been 
designed especially for use with the 
UBS Greek New Testament and the 
Novum Testamentum Graece. 
The different meanings of each Greek 
word are given in today‘s English and 
are arranged according to their usage 
in the New Testament. In addition, 
the edition features cross-references 
between related Greek words.

1232 pages
ISBN 978-3-438-05160-8
h€35.00
ISBN Hendrickson Publishers (HP)
978-1-61970-046-8

Also available: Edition with Greek-German Dictionary

Revised  apparatus 
with cross-references

With Greek-English Dictionary 
covering the complete vocabulary 
of the New Testament



It has been long awaited, 
now the Nestle-Aland 28th edition 
is available: indispensable for 
study and teaching!

Following intensive preparatory work, the 
new edition of the Novum Testamentum 
Graece (»Nestle-Aland«) is now being pub-
lished. Thus this standard and globally
pre-eminent reference among Greek New 
Testament editions is available in a funda-
mentally revised and improved edition. 
One focus of the revision was on the critical 
apparatus whose structure was simplified. 
For instance, the combination of variants 
using »sed« or »et« and the distinction be- 
tween consistently cited witnesses of the 
first and second order have now been
removed. In addition, the readings of the 
newly discovered Papyri 117–127 are listed 
for the first time, opening up interesting 
perspectives particularly for the Acts of the 
Apostles. 
In the Catholic Epistles, this edition has been 
made consistent with the »Editio Critica 
Maior«. This led to more than 30 modifi-
cations in the main text and resulted in a 
critical apparatus which is newly compiled 
in its entirety for this section and includes 
a new selection of witnesses and variants.
The cross-references in the margin were 
also systematically revised and supplemen-
ted mainly with references to early Jewish 
literature.

• The standard edition of the Greek 
   New Testament extensively revised
• The structure of the critical apparatus 
   consistently simplified
• For the first time with the readings 
   of Papyri 117–127
• A thorough revision of the Catholic 
   Epistles with more than 30 modi-
   fications in the main text
• The cross-references systematically 
   revised and supplemented

Nestle-Aland
Novum Testamentum Graece
Edited by the Institute for 
New Testament Textual Research, 
Münster
28th Revised Edition
13.3 x 18.7 cm, 1008 pages
Thread-stitching

Standard edition, blue
Hardcover
ISBN 978-3-438-05140-0
h€28.00
ISBN HP 978-1-61970-030-7

Flexisoft edition, black
Imitation leather
ISBN 978-3-438-05155-4
h€38.00
ISBN HP 978-1-61970-031-4

Flexisoft edition, blue
Imitation leather
ISBN 978-3-438-05156-1
h€38.00
ISBN HP 978-1-61970-032-1

The Institute for 
New Testament Textual 
Research (INTF)

The INTF is a university institute in 
Münster (Germany). Its general task 
is research on the textual history 
of the Greek New Testament and the 
reconstruction of its initial text. 
Apart from the Novum Testamentum 
Graece (»Nestle-Aland«) the INTF
also publishes the UBS Greek New 
Testament and the Editio Critica 
Maior for the German Bible Society.

For more information
visit www.nestle-aland.com



The new Nestle-Aland together
with two leading Bible translations
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The »Nestle-Aland« 
for the digital age

Available as download 
for Microsoft Windows, 
OS X, iOS and Android.
Each ca. h 30.00

• With transcriptions of the most 
   important manuscripts
• Text variants displayed in the 
   context of the respective manuscript 
• Memofunction so that you can make 
   your own notesInformation and download at www.nestle-aland.com

Greek text:
Nestle-Aland 
Novum Testamentum Graece
28th Revised Edition
English texts:
New Revised Standard Version 
and Revised English Bible
13.3 x 18.7 cm. 1728 pages
Hardcover, Thread-stitching
ISBN 978-3-438-05162-2
h€44.00
ISBN HP 978-1-61970-035-2
Publication date: December 2012

Greek-English New Testament
This edition provides the complete Nestle-Aland 
together with two leading English Bible transla-
tions: the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) 
and the Revised English Bible (REB). The Greek 
text and the two English texts are presented next 
to each other on double pages, so that they are 
easy to compare. 
The NRSV is a revised edition of the Revised 
Standard Version. Historically speaking it origi-
nally dates from the King-James-Bible. 
It is published by the National Council of the 
Churches of Christ in the USA.
The REB is an interdenominational revision of 
the New English Bible published by 13 Churches 
in Britain.
Both the NRSV and the REB were published in 
1989 and are based on the then current edition 
of the Nestle-Aland Novum Testamentum Graece.
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Customers in the US may purchase copies 
from the American Bible Society or from Hendrickson Publishers                                     

Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft


